Connect students to millions of employers while providing them with the resources they need to succeed.

Higher education institutions are often compared to small towns—dozens of separate offices must work in unison to successfully provide for the myriad needs of students. As with any complex organization, innovating is a collaborative effort. CSM Enterprise is a layer of additional capabilities that allows CSM to share data with other technology products used on campus, be a platform on top of which new apps (mobile or web) can be built and more—thereby connecting all offices under the same core product.

For Students

With CSM, students can find and apply for employment opportunities, schedule interviews, and manage virtually every other aspect of their career services experience. CSM Enterprise adds additional benefits to students by providing them with the ability to use other related apps all within one system. Students whose schools implement the Enterprise layer also enjoy better guidance from career services staff, since Enterprise allows staff to collaborate more effectively.

For Career Services Staff

With the Enterprise layer, partners on and off-campus can come together to share data and create unison between their various departments. Since the Enterprise layer allows CSM to integrate with countless other partner apps, every institutional office can use their own individual apps underneath the same umbrella of one system.
WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING

“Our employers are very happy, and happy employers are hiring employers!”

Jan Soechting
Director of Recruitment Services
University of Texas at Austin, McCombs School of Business

FOR EMPLOYERS

Recruiters can connect with students and manage on-campus recruiting events easier than ever before. CSM gives recruiters smart tools to easily organize and evaluate candidate information in real-time so they can hire smarter and faster.

UNPARALLELED CUSTOMER SERVICE

We hire within the higher-education field. Our CSM support staff has more than 200 years of combined career services experience.

FEATURES

Student CRM
Recruiting Toolkit
Appointment Scheduling
On-Campus Recruitment Management
Swipe Card Kiosks
Advanced Metrics & Outcomes Reporting
Virtual Mock Interviews

UNMATCHED SECURITY

We don’t just “comply” with security standards. We’re the only service provider in our space who has achieved a level of security, accountability and process maturity to achieve ISO-9001, SSAE-16, and CMMI Level 3 and ISO 27001 certifications.
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